Vendor questions submitted through the March 22, 2021 bidding deadline are addressed herein.
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Q. **Do you have the model numbers for the switches and the quantities needed?**

   A. No, and the proposal was not written with specific manufacturers, quantities, or models in mind. I'm seeking proposals that meet the needs for throughput, port density, and Layer 3/Layer 2 requirements, whatever that may look like. Generally, however, I anticipate that proposals will contain quantities of at least the following:

   18 switches, Layer 3 advanced routing capable.

Q. **This proposal requests 10GBASE-SR optics for connection to the district core, but the RFP for the district core states that connectivity to the High School will be made with 10GBASE-LR optics. Is this in error?**

   A. Yes. This RFP was originally posted incorrectly with a request for 10GBASE-SR optics. Optics for this project should be 10GBASE-LR instead. This was due to repurposing the Middle School RFP for this project and neglecting to reflect the change.

   A corrected RFP document will be posted. Due to the lateness that this was found, proposals will still be honored that meet the specifications of the original RFP, but vendor flexibility for service substitutions (if necessary) will be appreciated.